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The main properties of deterministic and nondeterministic space complexity classes are given, with 
emphasis on closure under complementation. Various limitations and generalizations of these 
classes are studied: weakly space-bounded classes, classes defined by one-way, alternating, or 
probabilistic machines, and nonuniform classes. In each case intrinsic properties of these classes and 
relationship between these classes are given. Then three ways of relativizing’complexity classes are 
examined. Finally, the space complexity of RAMS is defined and its relation to usual classes is given. 
1. Introduction 
Space complexity was introduced by Stearns et al. [79] in 1965. It is the second in 
importance of the two most widespread ways of measuring the complexity of a com- 
putation, the first one being time complexity. 
Intuitively, if you make a computation on a paper, then the complexity of this 
computation can be measured by the time you spend or by the amount of paper you 
use. If you write in ink there is no difference between both. But if you write with 
a pencil and an eraser, trying to save place, then the amount of paper you need can be 
far less clearly related to the time you spend. Space complexity formalizes this way of 
measuring the complexity of a computation. In an actual computation by a computer, 
the feature formalized by space complexity is the amount of memory used by the 
computer. 
Computational complexity introduced many abstract models of computation, the 
most widespread being the Turing machine, but many of these models give rise to 
essentially equivalent formalizations of such fundamental concepts as time or space 
complexity. 
In Section 2 we define Turing machines and space complexity classes, giving their 
basic properties and some definitions, notations and lemmas. Section 3 is devoted to 
the space constructibility of functions, a property which occurs in the hypotheses of 
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many theorems in this paper. In Sections 4 and 5 we study closure and hierarchy 
theorems for deterministic and nondeterministic space complexity classes. Relation- 
ship between these last two kinds of classes is studied in Section 6. Next, the impact of 
various limitations or generalizations on machines are surveyed: weak acceptance in 
Section 7, one-way machines in Section 8, alternating machines in Section 9, probabil- 
istic machines in Section 10, and nonuniform complexity in Section 11. In each of 
these last sections, we consider the intrinsic properties of the complexity classes and 
the relationship of these classes with the usual ones. In Section 12 we consider various 
ways of relativizing a space complexity class. Finally, we present in Section 13 the 
space complexity of RAMS, illustrating the relative independence of the concept of 
space from the model of computation that is chosen. 
Among the topics which are omitted, the major ones are space-bounded reducibili- 
ties and complete problems for space complexity classes. Relationship between space 
complexity and other measures of complexity is only cursorily treated. To avoid 
inflation, proofs are often sketched or omitted, especially if they are available in many 
textbooks, or related to minor results, or too long. In each case, detailed references are 
provided. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we describe the model of computation we use, we give some basic 
results about this model and the space complexity classes it defines, and state some 
definitions and useful lemmas. 
Iff’and LJ are functions from the set N of natural numbers into itself, thenf= o(y) if 
limf/g=O, and ,f=O(g) if there is a constant c such that for any large enough n, 
,f(n)<cg(n). The function log denotes the base-two logarithm. Frequently, n will 
denote the length 1x1 of the input x. 
Turing machines 
The model we use is the Turing machine as it is defined in standard textbooks such 
as [8, 351 or [90]. A Turing machine consists of 
~ a control unit, with a finite number of states, 
_ an input tape on which the input is written between two endmarkers, with a tape 
head which can move right and left on the input (two-way machine), and cannot 
modify the input (read-only head), 
_ a fixed finite number k of semi-infinite work tapes (with an endmarker on the 
leftmost cell), each with a tape head which can move right and left on the tape and 
can write on it (read-write head). 
Initially, the control unit is in the initial state qO, the cells of the work tapes, other 
than the leftmost cells, are blank, and each head is on the leftmost cell. In one step of 
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computation, the Turing machine, according to the state of the control unit and the 
symbols scanned by the heads, 
_ changes the state, 
- prints symbols which replace symbols scanned, and 
_ moves heads. 
Formally, a Turing machine is M = (Q, C, 6, qO, F), where Q is the finite set of states, 
C is the tape alphabet, i.e. the finite set of allowable symbols, qOEQ is the initial state, 
F c Q is the set of jinal states (with accepting and rejecting states), and 6 is the 
transitionfunction. For a deterministic Turing machine (DTM), 6 is a partial function 
6:QxCk+l --+ Q x Ck x {- l,O, lfk+‘. 
If~(q,@,,a,, . . ..ak)=(q'.a;, . . ..&%.&l, . . . . &k), then the machine M, in state q, read- 
ing a0 on the input tape and a,, . . . . ak on the work tapes, 
- enters state q’, 
- writes a;, . . , a; in place of ai, . , ak, 
_ moves the input tape head by aO, and the work tapes heads by &i, . . , &k. 
For a nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM), 
i.e. at each step, the machine may have many possibilities for the next move. 
Given an input xeC*, a configuration of M consists of 
_ the state of M, 
_ the positions of its input and work tapes heads, 
~ the contents of its work tapes. 
A computation of M on the input x is a sequence of configurations of M beginning 
with the initial configuration, and such that one goes from a configuration to the next 
one according to 6. This allows to define, for a DTM, the computation of M on X, and 
for a NTM, the tree of possible computations of M on x. A computation is accepting if 
it ends in an accepting state. An input x is accepted by a DTM M if the computation of 
M on x is accepting. An input x is accepted by a NTM M if there exists an accepting 
computation of M on x. The language accepted by M is the set L(M) of words 
x accepted by M. 
A Turing machine M works in space S(n) (or is S(n) space-bounded) if for every n, 
every input x of length n, and every computation of M on x, at most max(S(n), 1) cells 
are scanned on each work tape of M. DSPACE(S(n)) (resp. NSPACE(S(n))) is the 
class of languages accepted by the deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) Turing 
machines working in space S(n). 
A Turing machine M works in time T(n) (or is T(n) time-bounded) if for every n and 
every input x of length n, all computations of M on x end in less than T(n) steps. 
DTIME(T(n)) (resp. NTIME(T(n))) is the class of languages accepted by the deter- 
ministic (resp. nondeterministic) Turing machines working in time T(n). 
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Classes such as DSPACE(S(n)), NSPACE(S(n)), etc. are called complexity classes. 
Ways of quantifying the complexity of a language, such as deterministic space, 
nondeterministic space, etc., are called complexity meusure5. 
If % is a complexity class, then 
co-% = {C*- L: C finite alphabet, LEGS’}. 
An output tape can be added to a Turing machine. allowing it to compute 
a function. Such a tape is one-way and write-only, and, when the machine stops, 
contains the value of the computed function. If +5 is a complexity class, FV denotes the 
class of functions computed by Turing machines which are bounded according to %‘. 
Iqfluence oj‘the number Q’tapes and the number qf heads [90, pp. 341-3421. Space 
complexity classes remain unchanged if they are defined by Turing machines with 
only one work tape. A Turing machine A4 with k work tapes can be simulated by 
a Turing machine M’ with one work tape divided into 2k parallel tracks, numbered 
1,2,. . ,2k. The odd-numbered tracks contain the symbols of the tapes of IV, and the 
even-numbered tracks are blank, except for a marker pointing the place of the head of 
the corresponding tape. The space used by M’ is the same as the space used by M. 
From now on, we assume that Turing machines have only one work tape. 
Space complexity classes remain unchanged if many heads are allowed on each 
work tape of Turing machines. But if both the number of heads and the number 
of work tapes symbols are limited, then space complexity classes are lessened; see 
[36, 69, 701. 
Linear speed-up [90, pp. 330&331]. Let 
DSPACE(O(S(n)))= U DSPACE(cS(n)). 
c->o 
Theorem 2.1. For any&nction S und unJ% c >O, 
DSPACE(S(n)) = DSPACE(cS(n)) = DSPACE(O(S(n))), 
and 
NSPACE(S(n)) = NSPACE(cS(n)) = NSPACE(O(S(n))). 
Proof (sketch). By increasing the work tape alphabet, a block of m cells can be coded 
by one symbol. II 
Relationship between space und time. The detailed study of the relationship between 
space and time measures are beyond the scope of this paper. See for example [90, 
pp. 451-4731. Roughly, a Turing machine works in a time exponential in its space 
bound. Formally, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.2. If S(n) > log n, then 
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DSPACE(S(n)) s DTIME(2°‘S’““), 
und 
NSPACE(S(n)) c NTIME(2°‘S’““). 
It can be noted that the concept of alternation, introduced in Section 9, allows 
a neater view of the relationship between space and time. Theorem 9.2 states a relation 
between alternating space and deterministic time which implies both results of 
Theorem 2.2. On the other hand, alternating time is closely related to deterministic 
space (see Theorem 9.11). Theorems 6.2 and 10.6 are two examples where a result of 
inclusion in a deterministic space complexity class is achieved with no more labor by 
an inclusion in an alternating time complexity class. 
Definitions 2.3. Ajnite automaton is a Turing machine without work tape. A regular 
set is a set accepted by a finite automaton. A generalized sequential machine is 
a one-way finite automaton with an output tape allowing the computation of a func- 
tion. A homomorphism is a function h: C* +C* satisfying h(w) = h(u)h(u) for every 
u,veZ*. A function is e-free if the empty word does not belong to its range. An 
abstract family of languages (AFL) is a family of languages closed under e-free 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, union, con- 
catenation and Kleene star. x-l denotes the reverse of the word x. 
Lemma 2.4. For all positive integers a, b, afb, there is a prime number p, 
p d 2 log,(a + b), such that a f b (mod p). 
Proof (sketch). The relevant reference for this result is Rosser and Schoenfeld [62]. 
Let O(x)=ln(n,C.Yp). By Theorem 10 of [62, p. 711, for all x> 101, 8(x)>Oo.84x. 
An inspection of numbers below 101 shows that for all x 3 3, 0(x) 3 4x/10. 
We prove in a first step that for any x 3 3 there is a prime number p 6 2 log x, such 
that x+0 (modp). Else, x-0 (modp) for every prime number pd2logx; thus, x=0 
(mod nip: p prime, pd2logx)). But then .x>n{ p: p prime, pf2logx}, for x#O. 
Thus, In .Y 3 ln(n { p: p prime, p d 2 log x})= 8(2 log x). Then x >, 3 implies 2 log x > 3 
and by the result above, H(2 log x) 3 8 log x/10. Thus, In x 3 8 log x/10, or In 2 3 8/10, 
which is false. 
Now let a, b be positive integers, a #b. Then a + b 3 1 + 2 = 3. If /a-b I= 1, then 
p=2<2log3 suits. If la-bl=2, then p=3<2log3 suits. If (a-b(>3, then, by the 
result of the preceding paragraph, there is a prime number p621og( la- bl)b 
2 log(a + b) such that (a - b I f 0 (mod p), i.e., a f b (mod p). 
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3. Fully space construcGble functions 
As we shall see in the sequel, constructibility hypotheses occur in the statement of 
many theorems. When it can be done without it, it is often at the expense of a lengthier 
proof. 
Definition 3.1. A function S : N -+ N is.fully space constructible (f.s.c.) if there is a DTM 
M working in space S(n) which marks off S(n) cells on the work tape on all inputs of 
length II. 
Theorem 3.2 (Freedman and Ladner [19], Szepietowski [82]). !/‘lim S(n)=+ x and 
S(n) = o(log n), then S(n) is not &l/y space constructible. 
Proof (Freedman and Ladner [19, p. 1241, Hartmanis and Ranjan [33, p. 511). Sup- 
pose that S(n) is f.s.c., and let M be a DTM working in space S(n), which marks off S(n) 
cells on the work tape, on the input 1”. Let 4 be the number of states and r the number 
of tape symbols of izI. 
A partial configuration of M is given by 
_ the state of M, 
_ the position of its work tape head, 
~ the contents of its work tape. 
There are less than qS(n)r”‘“’ partial configurations of M on 1”. Since S(n)=o(logn), 
this number is less than II for large enough n. Thus M, while reading the input, comes 
back to the same partial configuration, and enters a cycle of length m <n. As m divides 
n!, M reaches the end of the input in the same partial configuration on input 1” as on 
input I”+“!. The same argument repeats when M comes back to the beginning of 
the input. For all li, M has the same behavior on 1” and I’ltkn!, and uses the 
same space: 3~ Vn>nO Vk S(n)=S(n + kn!). This contradicts the hypothesis: 
limS(n)=+‘z. U 
Remark 3.3. The proof method n -+ n + n! was used for the first time by Stearns et al. 
1791. 
Szepietowski [82] proves that if lim inf S(n)/log n = 0 and 3~ S(n) > c log log n, then 
S(n) is not f.s.c., by another method, using Lemma 2.4. 
Freedman and Ladner [19] prove that if lim sup S(n)/log n =0 and 
lim inf S(n) = + E, then S(n) is not f.s.c., by the n + n + n! method. 
Both these results imply Theorem 3.2. 
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.2 does not preclude the existence of f.s.c. functions S(n) 
satisfying S(n) < log log n for all n. For example, S(n) = log(min (i: i does not divide n)) 
is such a function. More precisely, Vn 2 2 S(n) < log log n + 2. The function S(n) is f.s.c. 
by a DTM M which writes 2,3,4, in binary on its work tape and tests whether they 
divide n, till a number that does not divide II is attained. 
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Definition 3.5. A function S : N + N is space constructible if there is a DTM M work- 
ing in space S(n) such that for all n there is an input of length n on which M uses 
exactly S(n) cells. 
Of course, f.s.c. functions are space constructible. 
Definition 3.6 (Hartmanis and Ranjan [33, p. 561, Szepietowski [86, p. IlO]). A 
function S: N + N is nondeterministically ,fully space constructible if there is a NTM 
M working in space S(n) (for all inputs and all computations) such that for any input 
XEC* there is a computation of M on x using exactly S(n) cells. 
Theorem 3.7 (Geffert [24]). If lim S(n)=+x and S(n)=o(log n), then S(n) is not 
nondeterministically filly space constructible. 
Remarks 3.8. For more definitions of constructibility and their relations, see Seiferas 
[69, pp. 75-761. 
Usual functions, such as log n, nk, 2”, are f.s.c. Sums and products of f.s.c. functions 
are f.s.c. 
4. Properties of deterministic space classes: DSPACE(S(n)) 
Closure under complementation 
Theorem 4.1 (Sipser [75, 761). For any function S(n), DSPACE(S(n))=co- 
DSPACE(S(n)), i.e., DSPACE(S(n)) is closed under complementation. 
Proof. By definition of DSPACE(S(n)), the work tape head of a DTM M working in 
space S(n) never moves away by more than S(n) cells from the beginning of the tape. 
On an input that M does not accept, either M attains a rejecting state or M enters 
a loop and never halts. In the first case, recognizing the complement is easy: accepting 
and rejecting states are swapped. The problem is to eliminate loops. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to show the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2. For any function S and any DTM M working in space S(n), there is 
a DTM N \~~orking in space S(n), accepting the same language as M, and halting on every 
input. 
Proof. It can be supposed that M, when it accepts an input, erases the work tape, 
moves back the input and work tapes on the initial endmarkers, and has only one 
accepting state. Then M has a unique accepting configuration. Remember that 
a configuration consists of 
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~ the state of M, 
~ the position of its input tape head, 
._ the position of its work tape head, 
~ the contents of its work tape. 
Let .xE.Z* be a fixed input. For a given natural number k, the machine N uses 
a procedure to determine if the machine M can reach the accepting configuration from 
the initial configuration in space no more than k. Consider the directed graph of all 
possible configurations of M, with an arc between two configurations if the transition 
function maps the first one to the second one. This graph may have many connected 
components, and may contain loops. As the computation is deterministic, each vertex 
has fan-out at most one. 
The connected component containing the accepting configuration is a tree. The 
machine N determines whether this tree contains the initial configuration by a depth- 
first search. N simulates M from the accepting configuration, to the past and to the 
future within this tree. 
The machine N does not know the space k used by M. N executes the procedure for 
k = 1,2,3, . If M accepts X, then N reaches the initial configuration. Else, N might 
never stop. So, before executing the procedure for k+ 1, N makes sure that M uses 
space at least k + 1. N does so by enumerating the configurations using space k and 
selecting those which use space k + 1 at the next step. For each of these, N searches in 
its past for the initial configuration. If no such search succeeds, then M never uses 
space k-t 1, and N rejects. Else, N executes the procedure for space k+ 1, from the 
accepting configuration. as described above. 0 
Remarks 4.3. Hopcroft and Ullman [34. p. 170, 35, p. 2971 give a simpler proof if 
S(n) > log n. 
An even simpler proof can be given if S(n) is f.s.c. and S(n) >log n, by marking S(n) 
cells and counting the number of steps, in base c, where ?‘(“) is greater than the 
number of possible configurations. See [S, p. 481. 
Hartmanis and Berman [29, 30, pp. 218-2191 give a proof for DSPACE(S(n))n 
.Y( [ 1) *), without any hypothesis on S(n). 
Other closure properties 
Theorem 4.4 (Hopcroft and Ullman [34, p. 1751, Wagner and Wechsung [90, p. 1961). 
For arzJ> function S(n), DSPACE(S(n)) is closed under union, intersection and intersec- 
tion with regular sets. 
The proofs are easy. 
Theorem 4.5 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, pp. 19661971). Let S(n) be an increasing 
@don. Then DSPACE(O(S(n))) is closeti 
(i) under inverse homomorphism, 
(ii) if S(n) 3 log tz, under incerse generdized sequential machine. 
Theorem 4.6 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, pp. 19661971). Let S(n) be an increasing 
function. Then DSPACE(S(n)) is closed 
(i) ij” S(n) 3 log n, under concatenation, 
(ii) if S(n) > n, under Kleene star, eTfree homomorphism, and e-free generalized sequen- 
tial machine. 
Theorem 4.7 (Ibarra and Ravikumar [37, p. 41). 1j’ log log n< S(n)=o(logn), then 
DSPACE(S(n)) is not closed under the,followiny operations: 
concatenation, 
Kleene star, 
homomorphism, 
suffix (SUFFIX(L)={ 2’: 3.x ?cy~L)), 
permutation (PERM(L)={ 2’: some permutation ofj~L1). 
Theorem 4.8 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, p. 1971 and Ibarra and Ravikumar [37, 
PP. 8-91). 
(i) DSPACE(logn) is closed under Kleene star 
o DSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n), 
(ii) DSPACE(log n) is closed under e-free homomorphism 
o DSPACE(log n) is closed under e-free generalized sequential machine 
oDSPACE(logn) is an AFL 
oDSPACE(logn)=ATIME-ALT(O(n),O(l)) (=RUD) (see Section 9) 
o DSPACE(log n) = NP, 
(iii) DSPACE(logn) is closed under suffi.~ 
* DSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n), 
(iv) DSPACE(log n) is closed under permutation 
=> DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n). 
Hierarchy theorems 
Theorem 4.9. !f S2 is space constructible and lim infS, (n)/S, (n)=O, then 
DSPACE(S,(n))- DSPACE(S, (n)) #8. 
The proof is by diagonalization, using Theorem 4.1. See, for example, [35, p. 2981, 
[S, pp. 522531 or [90, p. 3111. 
It is possible to find a subset of {I}* in DSPACE(S,(n))-DSPACE(Si(n)): see 
[90, p. 3121. 
Theorem 4.10 (Low-end hierarchy theorem) (Stearns et al. 1791). Ifs(n) = o(log log n), 
then 
Reg = DSPACE(S(n)) 5 DSPACE(log log n). 
Proof (sketch). A simple counting argument on crossing sequences shows that 
Reg = DSPACE(S(n)) if S(n) = o(loglog n). 
See [90, pp. 131, 1261. 
We show that (bin(O) # bin(l) #...# bin(k): lion) EDSPACE(loglogn), where 
bin(i) is the number i written in binary [79,90, p. 1311. A machine can test whether b is 
a + I in binary, by counting the places of O’s and l’s in u and b. Such a machine works 
in space log (b I= log log b < log log k. But 
n =) bin(O) # bin(I) # ... # bin(k)1 2 k. 
This language is not regular. 0 
5. Properties of nondeterministic space classes: NSPACE(S(n)) 
Closure under complementution 
Theorem 5.1 (Immerman [39] and SzelepcsCnyi [Sl]). For any function S(n)>logn 
NSPACE(S(n))=co-NSPACE(S(n)), i.e., NSPACE(S(n)) is closed under comple- 
mentation. 
Proof (SzelepcsCnyi [S 11). Let M be a NTM working is space s(n) 3 log n. Remember 
that a configuration of M consists of 
~- the state of M. 
~ the position of its input tape head, 
~ the position of its work tape head, 
~ the contents of its work tape. 
The length of a configuration is <O(l)+logn+logS(n)+S(n)=O(S(n)), so the 
number of configurations is at most cStn) for a constant c. 
Let SEZ* be a fixed input. 
Let K be the set of the configurations of M, ordered by increasing length, and 
lexicographically for a fixed length. Let IC be the initial configuration of M on x. Let 
J G K be the set of the configurations which are reachable by M on x from IC. Let 
N = card(J ), and MC = max(J ). Then MC uses space O(S(n)). 
Fact 1. There is a NTM M’ working in space O(S(n)) which, given IC, MC and N on its 
work tape, accepts x if M rejects s. 
Proof of Fact 1. By definition of nondeterminism, 
M rejects .Y o none of the configurations which are reachable from IC are 
accepting. 
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And by definition of N, 
M rejects x o there are at least N nonaccepting configurations which are 
reachable from IC. 
Let M’ be the NTM which 
_ enumerates K up to MC and, while doing that, 
~ guesses which are the configurations in J, 
_ verifies that each of these configurations in J is nonaccepting and reachable 
from IC, 
_ counts these configurations in J, 
_ verifies that N configurations have been counted, 
_ accepts if all that precedes can be done. 
Then M’ works in space O(S(n)) and M’ accepts x iff there are at least N nonaccept- 
ing configurations which are reachable from IC, i.e., iff M rejects x. El 
Fact 2. There is a NTM M’ working in space O(S(n)) which, given IC on its work tape, 
computes the number N = card(J) of conjgurations reachable by M from IC and the 
greatest of these configurations, max(J). 
Proof of Fact 2. Let Jd be the set of the configurations which are reachable from IC in 
at most d steps. Let N*=card(J,). Then there is an increasing sequence of sets: 
Jo E J1 G ... . This sequence is eventually stationary. J is the first Jd with Jd=Jd+l. 
Then we get N =card(J) and MC=max(J). 
We prove by induction on d that N, and max(J,) are computable. This is evident for 
d=O, 1. Suppose that d, Nd, and max(J,) are given on the work tape of M’. Then M’ 
can enumerate Jd by the following procedure: M’ 
_ enumerates K up to max(J,) and, while doing that 
~ guesses the members of Jd, 
_ verifies they are in Jdr 
_ counts them, 
_ verifies that Nd configurations have been counted. 
To compute max(J,+ 1 ), M’ enumerates Jd and, for each of these configurations, 
enumerates the configurations which are reachable in 0 or 1 steps. Thus, M’ enumer- 
ates Jd+l, and can get max(J,+ r ). 
To compute Nd+ 1, M’ enumerates Jd and enumerates the configurations reachable 
from them in one step. M’ must avoid counting a configuration twice. So, for each 
configuration, M’ enumerates again from the beginning, comparing the configuration 
to the preceding ones, and finds out whether it is new and may be counted. 
M’ computes Nd and max(J,) for d =O, 1, . . , in space O(S(n)); M’ stops when 
Nd+l = Nd and gets N =card(J) and max(J). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (conclusion). Let M’ be the NTM which computes ZC from the 
input x. Next, by Fact 2, M’ computes N =card(J) and MC=max(J). At last, by 
Fact 1, M’ accepts x iff M rejects s. Then M’ works in space O(S(n)) and accepts the 
complement of the language accepted by M. 0 
Remarks 5.2. The proof above is from Szelep&nyi [81]. The proof of Immerman 
[39] (see also [9, pp. 257-2621) is only slightly different. Immerman enumerates the 
configurations of K which use space S(n), avoiding the knowledge of MC’ in Fact 1 
and the computation of max(Jd) and max(J) in Fact 2. This can be done directly if S(n) 
is f.s.c. Else, M’ tries to enumerate for S(n) = 1,2, till a space is attained within which 
all computations can be done. 
The problem of the closure under complementation of NSPACE(S(n)) for 
S(n) = o(log n) is open. 
Corollary 5.3. The cluss of’conte.ut-sensitice lmnguages is closed under complementation. 
Proof. Kuroda [Sl] showed that CLS=NSPACE(n). 0 
Other closure properties 
Theorem 5.4 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, pp. 196-1971). For any function S(n), 
NSPACE(S(n)) is closed under union, intersection, und intersection with regular sets. 
Theorem 5.5 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, pp. 196-1971). Let S(n) be an increasing 
function. Then NSPACE(O(S(n))) is closed 
(i) under inverse homomorphism, 
(ii) $‘S(n) 2 log n, under irwerse generalized sequential machine. 
Theorem 5.6 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, pp. 196-1971). Let S(n) be an increasing 
,function. Then NSPACE(S(n)) is closed 
(i) if S(n) 3 log H, under concatenution and Kleene stur, 
(ii) ifs(n) > n, under ejkee homomorphism and e;free generalized sequential machine. 
Theorem 5.7 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, p. 1973). 
NSPACE(log n) is closed under e:free homomorphism 
o NSPACE(log n) is closed under e:free generalized sequential machine 
oNSPACE(logn) is un AFL 
o NSPACE(log n) = NP. 
Hierarchy theorem 
Theorem 5.8. If S,(n) isjkc., S,(n)>log(n) and lim infS,(n)/Sz(n)=O, then 
NSPACE(S,(n))- NSPACE(SI (n)) #@. 
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This theorem is stated by Seiferas [70] with stronger hypotheses. See also [90, 
p. 3141. Theorem 5.1 allows this statement and a simpler proof by diagonalization 
[39, p, 9373. 
Theorem 5.9 (Hopcroft and Ullman [34], Wagner and Wechsung 1190, p. 317)). Ij” 
S,(n) G log n, S2 Js.c. and lim inf S, (n)/S, (n) = 0, then 
NSPACE(S,(n))-NSPACE(S1(n))#@. 
The proof depends on showing that 
j&u-‘: uc{O, 1>*, \+2S2(lu~Q~’ ‘+NSPACE(S,(n))-NSPACE(S&)). 
Theorem 5.10 (low-end hierarchy). Ij”S(n) = o(log log n), then Reg = NSPACE(S(n)) s 
NSPACE(log log n). 
Proof (sketch). For Reg=NSPACE(S(n)) if S(n)=o(loglogn), see [90, p. 1311. 
The languages exhibited in the proof of Theorem 4.10 show that 
Reg F NSPACE(loglogn). 0 
6. Relationship between deterministic and nondeterministic space classes 
Remark 6.1. Evidently, for any S(n), DSPACE(S(n)) sNSPACE(S(n)). If S(n)= 
o(log log n), then Reg = DSPACE(S(n)) = NSPACE(S(n)). Else, the problem of the 
strict inclusion is open. Kannan [43] proves that if log log n <S(n)= o(logn), 
then there is a NTM working in space S(n) which cannot be simulated, in a special 
sense, by a DTM working in space S(n). But this does not imply that 
DSPACE(S(n)) 5 NSPACE(S(n)), despite what is written in [90, p. 4193. 
Theorem 6.2 (“Savitch theorem”). For my function S(n), NSPACE(S(n)) c_ 
DSPACE(S(n)(S(n) + log n)). 
Savitch [66] shows that if S(n) is f.s.c. and S(n)>,logn, then 
NSPACE(S(n)) c DSPACE(S(~I)~). 
Monien and Sudborough [57, 581 show that if S(n) is f.s.c. and log log n 6 S(n) <log n, 
then 
NSPACE(S(n)) E DSPACE(S(n)logn) 
(see also [90, p. 4161). The statement above is from Tompa [88], who shows in fact 
that 
NSPACE(S(n)) C_ ATIME(S(n)(S(n) + log n)) 
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(see Theorem 9.11). For a proof when S(n) f.s.c., S(n)>log n, see for example [35, pp. 
301-3021 or [S, pp. 506521. 
Corollary 6.3. NSPACE(poly) = DSPACE(poly). 
This class is denoted by PSPACE. 
Theorem 6.4 (Litow [54]). Jf S(n) = o(log n), L is a bounded language (i.e., 3a,, . . , ak 
L G a:... a;), and LENSPACE(S(~)), then LEDSPACE(max(S(n)2, log n)). 
Translational theorems 
We give only two examples (see [90, p. 4181). 
Theorem 6.5. If NSPACE(log n) = DSPACE(log n), then NSPACE(n) = DSPACE(n). 
Proof (sketch). If AENSPACE(n), then it is easy to see that 
B={xOlk: XEA and k=2 “I- 1 x I- 1) ENSPACE(log n). 
Thus, by hypothesis BeDSPACE(logn), and from that it follows easily that 
AEDSPACE(n). 3 
This proof generalizes to S(n) 3 log II. Another method of proof is needed for the 
following theorem of Szepietowski [84. 871. 
Theorem 6.6. Ij” NSPACE(log log II) = DSPACE(log log n), then 
NSPACE(log n) = DSPACE(log n). 
Remark 6.7. The question whether DSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n) is probably the 
most important open problem concerning space complexity (see a discussion in [90, 
pp. 420-4231). Efforts to solve it often lead to equivalent formulations of the problem 
within a different framework. 
As an example, complexity classes can be characterized by a first-order logic 
together with an operator. Immerman [38] gives such a characterization for 
DSPACE(logn) and NSPACE(logn). This approach led him to prove the closure of 
NSPACE(logn) under complementation [39] (see Theorem 5.1) at first within this 
logical framework. 
7. Weakly space-bounded classes 
Definition 7.1. LEDSPACE,(S(~)) (resp. NSPACE,(S(n))) if there is a DTM (resp. 
NTM) M such that L(M) = L and for all XEL(M) there is an accepting computation of 
M on s during which M works in space S(n). 
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Remarks 7.2. These space-bounded classes are called weakly space-bounded classes. 
By contrast, usual space bounds are also called strong space bounds. 
There are two differences here with the definition of strongly space-bounded classes. 
Firstly, the space bound is required here for all xeL(M), and not for all XEC*. 
Secondly, it is required for an accepting computation, and not for every accepting 
computation. 
For any complexity measure W, the inclusion %Y(S(n)) s %,,,(S(n)) is evident. 
If S(n) is f.s.c., then weakly and strongly space-bounded classes are the same. S(n) 
cells can be marked on the work tape before any computation, and the machine rejects 
if this marked space is overstepped. 
Lemma 7.3 (Alt and Mehlhorn [3]). {O’lO”: I #m}~DSPACE,(log log n). 
Proof. Let M be the DTM which on input x verifies that x =O’lO”, I,m natural 
numbers, and then computes 1 and m modulo k for k= 1,2, . . . until it finds a natural 
number k such that If m(mod k). By Lemma 2.4, if 1 #m, such a k satisfies 
k <c log(I + m) for a constant c. The DTM M writes successively 1,2, . . , k in binary on 
its work tape, and uses space O(log k). So, on an accepted input, M uses space 
O(loglog(l+m))=O(loglog 1x1). 
Theorem 7.4 (Chang et al. [16]). If log log n < S(n) = o(log n), then DSPACE,(S(n)) 
and NSPACE,(S(n)) are not closed under complementation. 
Proof (sketch). By Lemma 7.3, {O' 10”: I#m}EDSPACE,(loglogn). But (0’10’: 12 1) 
$NSPACE,(loglog n), and DSPACE,(S(n)) and NSPACE,(S(n)) are closed under 
intersection with regular sets. 0 
Theorem 7.5. If S(n) = o(log log n), then 
(i) Reg=DSPACE,(S(n)) 5 DSPACEJloglogn), 
(ii) Reg = NSPACE,(S(n)) 5 NSPACE,(log log n). 
Proof (sketch). Alberts [2] proves that Reg=NSPACE,(S(n)). The theorem follows 
from Lemma 7.3. 0 
Theorem 7.6 (Alt and Mehlhorn [3], Chang et al. [16]). Ifloglog nbS(n)=o(log n), 
then DSPACE(S(n)) s DSPACE,(S(n)). 
Proof (sketch). From Lemma 7.3 and (0’ 10”: If m} $DSPACE(o(log n)). 0 
Theorem 7.7 (Geffert [24]). If log log n < S(n) =o(log n), then NSPACE(S(n)) 5 
NSPACE,(S(n)). 
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 3.7, as is the fact that {O’ 10”: I #m}$ 
NSPACE(o(log n)). See also Szepietowski [86], who discussed implications between 
these assertions before they were proved. 
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Remarks 7.8. The theorems of this section leave many problems open for the classes 
DSPACE,(S(n)) and NSPACE,(S(n)) when S(n) is not f.s.c.: closure under com- 
plementation if S(n) 3 log II, hierarchy theorems, relationship between determinism 
and nondeterminism, relationship between strong and weak classes if S(n) >log n. 
8. One-way machines 
Up to this point, Turing machines have been supposed to be two-way, i.e., the input 
tape head could move in both directions. If we require that the input tape head reads 
the input from left to right only, we get one-way Turing machines (l-DTM and 
l-NTM). The one-way complexity class corresponding to the two-way class e is 
denoted by 1-g. 
Evidently 1-g c ‘G’. Furthermore, if S(n) 3 n, then one-way and two-way classes are 
the same, for the space is sufficient to copy the entire input once for all on the work 
tape and then read it in both directions. 
One-way classes have the same properties as two-way classes with regard 
to the number of tapes, the number of heads and linear speed-up (see [90, pp. 70, 
3301). 
Properties ofclasses I-DSPACE(S(n)) and i-NSPACE(S(n)) 
Theorem 8.1 (Hopcroft and Ullman [34, p. 1701). For any function S(n) and 
any l-DTM (resp. 1-NTM) M working in space S(n), there is a l-DTM (resp. 
1-NTM) M’ working in space S(n), accepting the same language as M, and halting on 
every input. 
Lemma 8.2. Let L=ju#~: u,oE{O, lj*, u#r). Then 
(i) LE I-NSPACE(log n), 
(ii) LEDSPACE(log n), 
(iii) L# l-DSPACE(o(n)). 
Proof (sketch). (i) L is accepted by a I-NTM which guesses in binary the position of 
the first letter where u and u differ, and then verifies its guess by reading the input. 
(ii) L is accepted by a DTM which compares one by one the letters of 1* and v, 
noting their positions in binary on the work tape. 
(iii) By an elementary counting argument. If S(n)=o(n), then for any q and any 
sufficiently large II, q’(“) ~2”. Therefore, there are strings ul, u2, u1 # u2, such that 
a l-DTM M working in space S(n) is in the same configuration after reading u1 # and 
u2 #. But then u1 #ur and u2 # u1 are either both accepted or both rejected, and 
M does not accept L. See 132, p. 3841 or [90, p. 1211. Cl 
Theorem 8.3 (Hopcroft and Ullman [34, p. 1751). (i) For any function S(n), l- 
DSPACE(S(n)) is closed under union, intersection and complementation. 
(ii) Fov any function S(n), l-NSPACE(S(n)) is closed under union and intersection. 
(iii) Iflog n < S(n) = o(n), then I-NSPACE(S( n )) IS not closed under complementation. 
From Lemma 8.2 and the closure of l-DSPACE(S(n)) by complementation, it 
follows that 
{u # u: U,UE{O, l}*, u#v}~l-NSPACE(logn)-co-l-NSPACE(o(n)). 
Hence the third part of Theorem 8.3. 
Theorem 8.4 (Stearns et al. [79], Wagner and Wechsung [90, p. 3131). Ifs, is j&z., 
S,(n)>logn, and S,(n)=o(S,(n)), then 
1-DSPACE(S,(n)) 5 l-DSPACE(S,(n)). 
No such result is known for I-NSPACE. 
Theorem 8.5 (Stearns et al. [79], Hopcroft and Ullman [34, p. 1721, Wagner and 
Wechsung [90, p. 3133). Jf S(n) = o(log n), then 
(i) Reg= l-DSPACE(S(n)) s l-DSPACE(log n), 
(ii) Reg= l-NSPACE(S(n)) s l-NSPACE(logn). 
The strict inclusions follow from (0” 1”: nEN} E l-DSPACE(log n)- Reg. 
Relationship between determinism and nondeterminism 
For any function S(n), l-DSPACE(S(n)) E l-NSPACE(S(n)). The situation is 
clearer than for two-way classes, as is shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.6. (i) Iflog n < S(n) = o(n), then l-DSPACE(S(n)) 5 l-NSPACE(S(n)). 
(ii) Iflog n <S(n) = o( &), then l-NSPACE(S(n)) Q 1-DSPACE(S(n)2). 
Both parts of this theorem are direct consequences of Lemma 8.2: 
{u # o: u,uE{O, l}*, u#u}~l-NSPACE(logn)- l-DSPACE(o(n)). The Savitch theo- 
rem (Theorem 6.2) is therefore false for one-way classes if S(n)=o($). It be- 
comes true if S(n)>&, because 
I-NSPACE(S(n)) G NSPACE(S(n)) E DSPACE(S(n)‘) 
= 1-DSPACE(S(n)2). 
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Relationship between one-way and two-way machines 
Theorem 8.7. If log n ,< S(n) = o(n), then 
(i) 1-DSPACE(S(n)) s DSPACE(S(n)), 
(ii) I-NSPACE(S(n)) 5 NSPACE(S(n)). 
This follows from 
(w # w: WE{O, lj*f~DSPACE(logn)- 1-NSPACE(o(n)) 
(see [90, pp. 107, 1211). We recall that: 
- If S(n) = o(log log n), then 
Reg = l-DSPACE(S(n)) = I-NSPACE(S(n)) = DSPACE(S(n)) 
= NSPACE(S(n)). 
- If log log n d S(n) = o(log n), then 
Reg= 1-DSPACE(S(n))= 1-NSPACE(S(n)) s DSPACE(S(n)) 
5 NSPACE(S(n)). 
- If S(n) 3 n, then 
1 -DSPACE(S(n)) = DSPACE(S(n)) E 1 -NSPACE(S(n)) = NSPACE(S(n)). 
Weakly space-bounded one-way machines 
Lemma 8.8 (Freivalds [20]). (0’ 10”: I# m} E 1 -NSPACE,(log log n). 
The proof uses Lemma 2.4, similarly to Lemma 7.3. 
Theorem 8.9 (Chang et al. [ 16, p, 71). Zf log log n dS(n)=o(log n), then l- 
NSPACE,(S(n)) is not closed under complementation. 
Proof (sketch). From Lemma 8.8 and {O’IO’: 13 1 j$l-NSPACE,(o(logn)). q 
The analogous problem for I-DSPACE, is open. 
Theorem 8.10 (Alberts [2]). 1f S(n) = o(log log n), then 
Reg= I-NSPACE,(S(n)) s 1-NSPACE,(loglogn). 
The analogous problem for 1-DSPACE, is open. 
Theorem 8.11. If log log n <S(n) = o(log n), then 
(i) 1-DSPACE,(S(n)) 5 DSPACE,(S(n)) (cf: [3]), 
(ii) 1 -NSPACE,(S(n)) s NSPACE,(S(n)) (cJ [ 163) 
(iii) 1-NSPACE(S(n))(= Reg) 5 I-NSPACE,(S(n)) (cf: [20]). 
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The inclusions are strict by considering (bin(O) # bin(l) # ... # bin(k): HEN}, 
which is in DSPACE(loglog n) ([79, 90, p. 1311; see Theorem 4.10) but not in 
1-NSPACE,(o(log n)) [ 16, p. 61. 
The problem (Reg =) I-DSPACE(S(n)) 5 ? l-DSPACE(S(n)), for S(n) = o(log n), is 
open. 
Remark 8.12. For lower-bound results for the measure l-DSPACE, see [SS]. 
9. Alternating machines 
Definitions 9.1 (Chandra et al. [ 151). An alternating Turing machine (ATM) is a gener- 
alization of a nondeterministic Turing machine. 
The set of states is partitioned in the four subsets of universal states, existential 
states, accepting states and rejecting states. A configuration is universal (resp. existen- 
tial, accepting, rejecting) if the state associated to this configuration is universal (resp. 
existential, accepting, rejecting). Given an input x, we can consider the tree of all 
possible computations of an ATM M on x. The nodes of this tree are labeled by 
configurations according to the (multivalued) transition function 6. The root is the 
initial configuration. 
A computation tree of M on x is a subtree of this tree with the same root, such that 
the children of a node labeled by a universal (resp. existential) configuration consist of 
all (resp. one) of the immediate successors of that configuration. A computation tree is 
accepting if it is finite and all the leaves are accepting configurations. An ATM 
M accepts x if there is an accepting computation tree of M on x. L(M) denotes the set 
of words accepted by M. 
M works in time T(n) if for every input x, all computation trees of M on x have 
height at most T(n). M works in (strong) space S(n) if for every input x all the 
computation trees of M on x use space at most S(n). M works in weak space S(n) if for 
every XEL(M) there is a computation tree of M on x using space at most S(n). 
Szepietowski [83] introduces an intermediary type: for every XEL(M), all the compu- 
tation trees of M on x use space at most S(n). 
Alternating Turing machines can be one-way or two-way. Therefore, four new 
measures of complexity can be defined: ASPACE, ASPACE,, l-ASPACE and 
l-ASPACE,. We now survey their properties and their relationship with measures 
introduced in the previous sections. 
Properties of alternating complexity classes 
Theorem 9.2 (Chandra et al. [15-J). If S(n) >log n, then ASPACE,(S(n))= 
DTIME(2°‘S’““). 
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For a proof, see [15] or [9, pp. 74-761. In particular, ASPACE,(log n)= 
DTIME(n”“)= P. Th ere f ore, alternating space complexity class ASPACE,(S(n)), for 
S(n) 3 log n, amounts to deterministic time complexity classes and its full study leads 
us beyond the scope of this paper. 
Theorem 9.3 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, p. 3 171). If S2 is .f:s.c., S2 >logn and 
S,(n)=o(S,(n)), then 
ASPACE,(S1 (n)) s ASPACE,(S,(n)) 
Theorem 9.4. (i) [f S(n) = o(log log II), tl~en [SO] 
Reg=ASPACE(S(n)) 5 ASPACE(loglog n). 
(ii) [f S(n) = o(log log n), then [2] 
Reg = ASPACE,.(S(n)). 
(iii) If S(n) = o(log n), then [ 161 
Reg = 1 -ASPACE(S(n)) s 1 -ASPACE(log n). 
(iv) Zf S(n) = o(log log n), then [2] 
Reg= I-ASPACE,(S(n)) s l-ASPACE,(loglogn). 
The following theorem completes Theorems 7.6 and 8.11. 
Theorem 9.5. [flog log n G S(n) = o(log n), then 
(i) NSPACE(S(n)) s l-ASPACE,(S(n)), 
(ii) NSPACE(S(n)) s ASPACE(S(n)), 
(iii) l-NSPACE,(S(n)) s l-ASPACE,(S(n)), 
(iv) NSPACE,(S(n)) s ASPACE,(S(n)), 
(v) I-ASPACE,(S(n)) 5 ASPACE,(S(n)). 
Proof (sketch). All inclusions are trivial, except the first one: see [16, erratum]. The 
fact that the first four inclusions are strict comes from considering the language 
{ 1”: Vm<n F(m)<F(n),l, where F(n) is the smallest positive integer which does not 
divide n. This language is in ASPACE(log log n) and I-ASPACE,(loglog n), but not in 
NSPACE,(o(logn)) (see [16, p, 31). The fact that the last inclusion is strict is due to 
[40] (see also [ 16, erratum] ). 0 
It is open whether the inclusion of ASPACE(S(n)) in ASPACE,(S(n)) is strict for 
log log II <S(n) = o(log i7). 
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Theorem 9.6 (Ladner et al. [52]). If S(n)>log n, then 
ASPACE(S(n))= l-ASPACE@(n 
ASPACE,(S(n))= 1-ASPACE,(S(n)). 
Proof. If L is accepted by an ATM M working in space S(n), then L is accepted by the 
l-ATM M’ which records in binary on the work tape the position of the input tape 
head, simulates M step by step, and for each step 
_ existentially guesses the symbol read by the input tape head of M, and then 
_ universally, 
_ goes on the simulation with the guessed symbol as symbol read by the input tape 
head of M, 
_ verifies that the guessed symbol is the right one by moving its input tape head on 
the recorded position of the input tape head. 
Such an M’ moves the input tape head only on this last verification, so is one-way. 
M’ uses for the recording of the position of the input tape head a space log n d S(n), so 
works in space S(n). 
Remark 9.7. If S(n) is f.s.c., then ASPACE(S(n)) = ASPACE,(S(n)), as in Remark 7.2. 
Definition 9.8. The number ofulternations of a computation tree of an ATM is the 
maximum number of changes of type of configuration (i.e., universal or existential) 
along a branch of the tree. ASPACE-ALT(S(n), ,4(n)) denotes the class of languages 
accepted by ATMs working in space S(n), with at most A(n) alternations. 
lI,SPACE(S(n)) denotes the class of languages accepted by ATMs working in space 
S(n), with at most k- 1 alternations, and beginning in a universal state. 
Remarks 9.9. It is proved in [15] that if S(n) >log n, then 
ASPACE-ALT(S(n),A(n)) ~:DsPAcE(s(n)(s(n)+A(n))). 
If S(n) 2 log n, then it follows from the Immerman-Szelepcsenyi theorem (Theorem 
5.1) that 
ASPACE-ALT(S(n),O(l))= u fI,SPACE(S(n))=NSPACE(S(n)). 
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Theorem 9.10 (Szepietowski [SS]). If log log n d S(n) = o(log n), then 
(i) NSPACE(S(n)) 5 ff,SPACE(S(n)), 
(ii) NSPACE,(S(n)) s ff,SPACE,(S(n)). 
In fact, if S(n) is f.s.c., lim sup S(n) =m and S(n) = o(log n), then there is a language 
L E (l)* such that LEITZSPACE(S(n))-NSPACE,(o(logn)). 
The following result from Chandra et al. [15] is used in the remarks following 
Theorems 6.2 and 10.6. 
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Theorem 9.11. If S(n) 3 log n, then 
(i) ATIME(S(n))c DSPACE(S(n)), 
(ii) NSPACE(S(~))EATIME(O(S(~)‘)). 
For a proof, see Cl.5, 9, pp. 70-731. 
Remark 9.12. Together with Theorem 9.2, Theorem 9.11 provides a nice relationship 
between deterministic and alternating time and space complexity classes. The deter- 
ministic hierarchy shifts by one level when we move to alternating complexity classes, 
according to the following inclusions: 
DSPACE(log n) 
cDTIME(n”“‘)=ASPACE(logn) 
zDSPACE(n”“‘)=ATIME(no”‘) 
G DTIME(2”‘“‘) = ASPACE(n”“) 
cDSPACE(2”““‘) = ATIME(2”““‘). 
10. Probabilistic machines 
Definitions 10.1 (Gill [25]). A prohubilistic Turing machine (PTM) is a NTM with 
only binary branching, which, at each step, equiprobably chooses between these two 
possibilities. pw(x) denotes the probability that the PTM M reaches an accepting state 
on input X. At least three types of acceptance of a language L by a PTM can be 
defined. 
Let M be a PTM. The language accepted by M according to the probabilistic 
acceptance is L&C* such that V.XEC* XEL o P.~(x)> l/2. PrSPACE(S(n)) denotes 
the class of languages accepted, according to the probabilistic acceptance, by a PTM 
working in space S(n). 
The PTM M accepts L according to the bounded error probabilistic acceptance if 
there is a constant c>O such that 
BPrSPACE(S(n)) denotes the class of languages accepted according to the bounded 
error probabilistic acceptance, by a PTM working in space S(n). 
If the error of a PTM M on a language L is defined by 
e,..=sup(jp,(x): x$L)u{l -_P~(x): XEL)), 
then M accepts L according to the bounded error acceptance iff eM,L< l/2. 
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The PTM M accepts L according to the random acceptance if 
V.Xez* XEL 0 p‘&)>+: 
xC$L 0 phl(x)=O. 
RSPACE(S(n)) denotes the class of languages accepted, according to the random 
acceptance, by a PTM working in space S(n). 
Remarks 10.2. It is not assumed that the computations of a PTM stop on a given 
input. We shall see (Theorem 10.3) that a PTM can always be modified in order that 
its computations on a given input stop with probability one. 
If we require in the definitions that every computation stops, then other classes are 
defined: see [91, 48, 491. 
A PTM can also be defined as a DTM with a tape on which is written before any 
computation a random infinite sequence of O’s and l’s, together with a one-way head. 
This definition, introduced by Borodin et al. [12], is equivalent to the definition 
above. Karpinski and Verbeek [46,47] have studied what happens if the tape with the 
random sequence of O’s and l’s is two-way. Then the machine is more powerful. For 
example, with obvious notations, if S(n) 2 log n, then 
Pr,SPACE(S(n))= PrSPACE(2°‘S’““). 
Theorem 10.3 (Simon [72], Ruzzo et al. [65]). If S(n) is space constructible, 
S(n)>logn, and If’M is a PTM working in space S(n), then there is a PTM M’ which 
accepts the same language as M, according to the same type of acceptance (probabilistic, 
bounded-error probabilistic, random), and halts on all inputs with probability one, 
working in expected time 220’51”1’. 
Proof (sketch). By a result of Gill [25, pp. 692-6931, there is a constant c such that for 
every input X, if pM(x) > l/2, then Pi> l/2 + 2-“‘“I. There is a constant d such that 
the number of configurations of M on inputs of length n is at most dS(“). 
Then let M’ be the PTM which, on an input x of length n, simulates M on x, 
accepting if M enters an accepting configuration, and rejecting with probability 
2-‘Ctd’S’“i at every interval of d ‘(‘I steps. Then it is easy to see that M’ works in space 
O(S(n)) and expected time 2 2”‘“‘““, halts with probability one and does not accept any 
input that M does not accept. A deeper analysis shows that M’ accepts any input that 
M accepts, according to the same type of acceptance. 
Theorem 10.4 (Simon [72], Ruzzo et al. [65]). If S(n) is space constructible 
and S(n) 3 log n, then PrSPACE(S(n)) and BPrSPACE(S(n)) are closed under 
complementation. 
Proof (sketch). Given a PTM M, a PTM M’ that accepts the complement of the 
language accepted by M is obtained by swapping accepting and rejecting states, 
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granted that the two following conditions are satisfied. Firstly, M halts with probabil- 
ity one, which can be achieved by Theorem 10.3. Secondly, for any input x, 
P~(.x)# l/2, which can be achieved by the following technique of Gill C2.5, p. 6861. M is 
replaced by a PTM which runs with equal probability the PTM A4 and the PTM 
accepting each input with probability l/2-2-ci”‘, where c is the constant from 
Theorem 10.3. [7 
Theorem 10.5 (Gill 1251). If S(n) is f: 1 s.c and S(n) 3 log n, then RSPACE(S(n)) = 
NSPACE(S(n)). 
Theorem 10.6 (Borodin et al. [12]). !f‘ S(n) is ,fs.c. and S(n)2logn, then 
PrSPACE(S(n)) c DSPACE(S(n)‘). 
Remarks 10.7. Gill [25] first proved that PrSPACE(S(n))cDSPACE(2°(S’““). 
Then it was asserted in [71] that PrSPACE(S(n))cDSPACE(S(n)‘(‘)), in [73] that 
PrSPACE(S(n))cDSPACE(S(n)h) and, finally, in [41] that PrSPACE(S(n))G 
DSPACE(S(n)2), but these last three papers used incorrectly a formula of Csanky 
ClU 
Regarding probabilistic transducers (i.e., Turing machines computing functions), 
it was asserted in [74, 261 that FPrSPACE(S(n))gFDSPACE(S(n)36), and in 
[41] that FPrSPACE(S(n))sFDSPACE(S(n)4). Borodin et al. 1121 prove that 
FPrSPACE(S(n))s FDSPACE(S(n)*). 
Borodin et al. [12] actually prove that if S(n) is f.s.c. and S(n)>log n, then 
PrSPACE(S(n))cASPACE-TIME(S(n), So) (and see Theorem 9.11). 
Remarks 10.8. It is not known whether the inclusion DSPACE(S(n))g 
PrSPACE(S(n)) is strict. Ajtai et al. [I] give a condition for equality when S(n) = log n. 
Jung [42] proves that PrSPACE(log n) = PrTIME-SPACE(n”“, log n). Furst et al. 
[22] give a link between, on the one hand, some relations between probabilistic 
complexity classes and, on the other hand, the existence of pseudorandom number 
generator satisfying specific conditions. Freivalds [2 l] scrutinizes one-way probabilis- 
tic machines working in space log log n or o(loglogn). Karpinski and Verbeek 
[48.49] study another type of acceptance and the measure MSPACE it defines. 
11. Nonuniform space-bounded classes 
Introduction 
Up to this point, algorithms, i.e., Turing machines, work the same way on every 
input: they are uniform algorithms with respect to input length. We can consider 
a family cp =((~,,),,~rm of algorithms such that (P,, is defined on the set Z” of words with 
length n. Then the complexity of cp is defined from the complexity of the (Pi. 
For example, let (P” be a Boolean circuit computing a Boolean function from (0, 1)” 
to 10, 1). (Pi consists in a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are labeled by II Boolean 
variables (input nodes, with indegree 0), or by A, v or 1. For different input lengths 
II, m, (P,, and qrn can be very different. The size of (Pi is the number of nodes. A family of 
circuits cp =((P,,),,~\ accepts a language Lc 10, l}* if for every n the Boolean function 
computed by (Pi is the characteristic function of Ln{O, 1)“. The size complexity of 
a language L C {O, 1 >* is the size of a family of circuits with smallest sizes that 
accepts L. 
Then there are sets with very small size complexity that are not recursive. For 
example, let A be a nonrecursive subset of N, and L= {I”: SEA}. L is accepted by 
(%)ntrm such that VXGC” q,,(x)= 1 if HEA, and cp,(x)=O if n&A. (Pi is constant on C”, so 
L has a very small nonuniform complexity, and yet L is not recursive. 
Now, how to make possible the comparison between uniform and nonuniform 
complexity measures’? One way is to uniformize circuits, for instance by requiring the 
function l”+code(cp,) to be computable in logarithmic space. Another way is to define 
nonuniform space complexity for Turing machines. This can be done in many ways. 
We shall present three of them. 
Dcjinition qf nonkform classes by Turing machines \vith advice 
Definition 11.1. Let Gh be a class of languages, and let F be a class of functions from 
FV to I*. Let A EC*. Then AE%‘/F if there is a language B in % and a function h in 
F such that A={.YEZ*: (.x,h(i.xl))EB). 
This definition amounts to allowing, next to the input, an “advice”, word depending 
only on the length of the input, and satisfying some conditions. For example, if 
‘t’=PSPACE and F=poly=,,,{h:N+C*: 3p polynomial V’nEN Ih(n)I<p(n)}, we 
obtain the nonuniform class PSPACE/poly. 
Remarks 11.2. Schnorr [68, p. 1001 seems to be the first to introduce nonuniform 
complexity classes, by defining “relative” Turing machines. These machines have 
a supplementary tape with a word tt’~(O, l)* which is called oracle and can be 
modified during the computation. 
Pippenger 1591 cites and modifies Schnorr [68]: on a read-only tape which is called 
a reference tape there is a word g(s) depending only on the length of the input x. 
Karp and Lipton [44, 453 define as above the complexity classes g/F, attributing 
them to Pippenger [59] and Plaisted 1601. This definition is adopted by many authors 
(for example Meinel [56], Balcazar et al. [S]). 
Cook [I 7, p. 821, considering again the definition of Pippenger [59], adds that the 
space S(n) must verify S(n) 3log( 1 g(x)l), m order that the position of the head of the 
reference tape can be written in binary on the work tape. For spaces S(n) 3 log n and 
functions g such that Ig(x)l <p( Ixl), p polynomial, this condition is already fulfilled. 
Dejnition qf nonuniform c~lusses by aumnata 
Definition 11.3. Let S(n) be a function and let LEE* be a language. Then LENUD- 
SPACE(S(n)) (resp. NUNSPACE(S(n))) if there is a constant c and a sequence 
(M,),, , of two-way deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) automata such that for 
every n> 1, 
(i) M, has at most c’(“’ states, 
(ii) L(M,)nC”= LnC”. 
Remarks 11.4. Cook [17, p. 821 seems to be the first to give this definition. Baldzar et 
al. [S, 6.8, p. 1231 consider one-way deterministic and nondeterministic automata. 
Dqfinition qf notmt@w classrs hi’ oracle Turing tnuchines 
Definition 11.5. Let S(n) be a function on N, and let A and L be languages. Then 
AEDSPACEA(S(n)) if there is a DTM M working in space S(n) and having a S(n) 
space-bounded oracle tape, and three states ql, qyes, qno such that, when M enters state 
q! with J’ on the oracle tape, then M goes to the state qYcs if ygA, and q,, if JJ$A. It 
is sometimes said that M accepts L modulo A. Then U,,x+DSPACEA(S(n)) is 
a nonuniform complexity class. An analogous definition can be stated for nondeter- 
ministic classes. 
Actually, this definition is too powerful, so additional conditions are given. Ruzzo 
[63, p. 3811, inspired by Pippenger [59], seems to be the first to give a similar 
definition, but allows only one final call to the oracle. BalcBzar et al. [5,6] consider 
only sparse oracles, i.e., sets A such that there is a polynomial p such that for every n, 
card(AnC”)<p(n). Furthermore, the oracle tape is not space-bounded. 
Relationship berween the preceding ckfinitions 
Little has been published on this matter. Nonetheless, the following theorems are 
known. 
Theorem 11.6. For classes qf languages on the alphabet (0, I), 
PSPACE,‘(2”; =NUDSPACE(2”)= u DSPACEA(2”)=Y((0, I}*). 
4 sparsr 
Theorem 11.7 (Balcizar et al. [6, p. 681). 
DSPACE(log n)/poly = NUDSPACE(log n)= u DSPACEA(log n), 
A sparse 
where the oracle tape is not spacr-bout&d. 
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Theorem 11.8 (BalcBzar et al. [7]). 
PSPACE/poly = u PSPACE*, 
A sparse 
where the oracle tape is space-bounded. 
Properties of nonuniform classes 
Nonuniform classes inherit some properties of uniform classes. 
Theorem 11.9 (Ibarra and Ravikumar [37, p. lo]). For any function S(n), NUD- 
SPACE(S(n)) is closed under complementation. 
Theorem 11.10 (Cook [17, p. 831). F or any,finction S(n) 3 log n, NUNSPACE(S(n)) G 
NUDSPACE(S(n)‘). 
Relationship between untform and nonuniform classes 
We have 
DSPACE(S(n)) E NUDSPACE(S(n)). 
Theorem 11.11 (Ibarra and Ravikumar [37, pp. 12, 1.51). 
(i) {O”l”: na ~)ENUDSPACE(~~~~~~~)-DSPACE(~(~~~~)). 
(ii) DSPACE(T”“‘)- UE< 1 NUDSPACE(n”)#@. 
12. Relativizations 
Definitions 12.1. An oracle Turing machine M has an additional tape, the oracle tape, 
and three states q.!,qyes, qno. When M enters state q? (M is said to query the oracle), 
then M goes to the state qyes or to the state qno according to whether the word written 
on the oracle tape belongs or does not belong to a set called the oracle. Then the 
oracle tape is erased. The language accepted by the oracle Turing machine M with 
oracle A is denoted by L*(M). The class of languages accepted by a deterministic 
oracle Turing machine working in space S(n), with oracle A, is denoted by 
DSPACEA(S(n)), and similarly for nondeterministic oracle Turing machines and 
probabilistic oracle Turing machines. 
This definition is satisfactory for time complexity measures, but a major problem 
arises for space complexity measures: do we bound the space of the oracle tape? 
Various answers have been suggested. For a thorough discussion see Ruzzo et al. 
[64,65], Buss [13,14], and Hartmanis [27,28]. 
First definition: no hound OH the oracle tape 
Ladner and Lynch [53] do not bound the space of the oracle tape. It 
amounts to bounding it by a space 2’(‘(“)) (see the definition of Savitch 
[67,p. 2301). A nondeterministic oracle Turing machine can query 22”‘5’“” words 
in the tree of all possible computations. With this definition, neither Theorem 5.1, 
nor Theorem 6.2, nor Theorem 10.6 relativizes. Precisely, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 12.2. [f‘s(n) is j:s.c., S(n) 3 log II, then 
(i) 3A NSPACEA(S(n)) is not closed under complementation, 
(ii) 3A NSPACEA(S(rz))$DSPACEA(S(n)‘), 
(iii) 3A PrSPACE”(S(n))$DSPACEA(S(n)‘). 
See for (i) Hartmanis [28, p. 871, for (ii) Ladner and Lynch [53, p. 281, for (iii) Buss 
[ 14, p. 3561. 
Second dqfinition: same bound jiw every tape 
This definition has been chosen by Simon and, subsequently, by Book and his 
followers (see, for example, Book [lo], Book et al. [l 11). 
With this definition, the three results of Theorem 12.2 do relativize. The 
problem is that if A EDSPACE - DSPACE(log n), then A $DSPACEA(log n), 
which is counter-intuitive of what should be a good definition of relativization 
(see [65, p. 2251). 
Third dejnition 
Ruzzo et al. [64, 651 give a definition which is intermediate between the two 
previous ones: 
~ the oracle tape is not space-bounded, 
~ the machine works deterministically from the time it begins to write on the oracle 
tape, up to it queries the oracle, after which the oracle tape is erased. 
Let %(“) denote the complexity class % with oracle A according to this third 
definition. Then DSPACE(“)(S(n)) = DSPACE”(S(n)) (without space bound), and 
AEDSPACE(A’(S(n)). The three results of Theorem 12.2 relativize (see, respectively, 
Hartmanis [ZS], Ruzzo et al. 165, p. 2251, and Buss [14, p. 3541). 
This definition has been followed for example by Gasarch 1231, Kirsig and Lange 
[SO], and Wilson [93]. As an example, we state a theorem of Hartmanis 1281 (see also 
[31]), which generalizes results of Rackoff and Seiferas 1613, Kirsig and Lange [SO], 
and Wilson [93]. 
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Theorem 12.3. For space constructible S(n) >,log n, 
DSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n) 
oVS(n) V’A DSPACEA(S(n))=NSPACEA(S(n)) 
(with the second dejnition) 
oVS(n) V’A DSPACE(A)(S(n))=NSPACE(A)(S(n)). 
Remark 12.4. Angluin [4] considers Turing machines working in space S(n), with an 
auxiliary (unbounded) stack, and with an oracle tape which can be S(n) space- 
bounded, 2o’s@‘)) space-bounded, or unbounded. 
13. Space complexity of RAMS 
The RAM (random access machine) is a model of computation more similar to 
a real computer than a Turing machine. As we shall see, the space complexity defined 
by RAMS is closely related to the one defined by Turing machines. This shows the 
robustness of the notion of space complexity. 
Definition 13.1 (Wagner and Wechsung [90, pp. 35-381). A RAM consists of 
_ a two-way input tape as for a Turing machine, 
_ an infinite number of registers, numbered 0, 1,2, . , containing natural numbers. 
_ an instruction counter containing a natural number, IC, 
- a program operating on the registers and the instruction counter. A program 
consists in a finite sequence of instructions, numbered 1,2, . . . , m. An instruction is 
one of the following, the meaning of which is clear (Ri denotes the contents of the 
register numbered i): 
- instructions inducing ICeIC+ 1: 
READ Ri 
Ri+w 
RiCRj 
Ri+Rj+Rk 
jump instruction: 
IF Ri=O THEN GOT0 k 
inducing ICtk if Ri =0 and IC+-IC+ 1 otherwise. 
_ instructions leaving IC unchanged: 
STOP 
ACCEPT 
REJECT 
A nondeterministic RAM is defined by allowing two instructions to have the same 
number. 
As for a Turing machine, are defined a computation, an accepting computation, and 
the language accepted by a RAM. 
Definition 13.2 (Spuce complexity of u RAM). Given a RAM and an input, let Rj,r be 
the content of the register j at time t of the computation. Let lnl be the length of the 
positive number II written in binary, and 10) =O. Let sgn(u)= 1 if up0 and sgn(O)=O. 
Then the space used by the RAM on the input is 
f( maxf,~lRj.rl+ljl~g~(max,,~/Rj.r/)) 
j=O 
In other words, it is the sum of the lengths of maximum contents and of the lengths 
of the addresses of the registers used during the computation. 
This allows to define the complexity measures RAM-DSPACE and RAM- 
NSPACE: RAM-DSPACE(S(n)) (resp. RAM-NSPACE(S(n))) is the class of lan- 
guages accepted by a deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) RAM working in space 
S(n) on all inputs of length II. 
Theorem 13.3. For S(n)>n, RAM-DSPACE(O(S(n)))=DSPACE(O(S(n))), und 
RAM-NSPACE(O(S(n)))=NSPACE(O(S(n))). 
Proof (sketch) (Wuyner und Wwhsuny [90, pp. 677691). In both directions, the 
simulation is done step by step. 
A RAM can be simulated by a Turing machine that writes on its work tape the 
addresses and contents of the registers used during the computation of the RAM. 
A Turing machine can be simulated by a RAM that uses a constant number of 
registers. A register contains a natural number encoding the word on the left of the 
work tape head. Another register contains a natural number encoding the word on the 
right of the work tape head. Then changing a symbol on the tape and moving the head 
is simulated by easy operations on the numbers contained in these two registers. These 
operations can be done with a constant number of registers. 0 
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Theorem 13.3 can be formulated by saying that the space measures of RAMS and 
Turing machines are linearly related. 
Remarks 13.4. If the space used by a RAM is defined by Cj”= ,, rnaxrcN 1 Rj, t 1) i.e., the 
sum of the lengths of maximum contents of the registers used during the computation, 
then the deterministic measure is still linearly related to DSPACE, but the proof is 
intricate: see Slot and van Emde Boas [77,78]. The same problem for the nondeter- 
ministic measure is open [78, p. 991. For more discussions on space measures for 
RAMS, see also Wiedermann [92]. 
One-way Turing machines and RAMS are not linearly related (Slot and van Emde 
Boas [78]). 
For space measures of other types of RAMS see van Emde Boas [89]. 
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